Reading Challenge
As a school we are focusing on
reading and encouraging all children to
read more regularly at home – aiming
for at least 5 times a week.
The number of times read at home
will be counted each week, and
children who read 5 times a week will
be entered into a ‘Reading Lottery’ –
where everybody wins!

DT

Use junk modeling materials to
create a Saxon or Norman Shield.
Why not cut out a cereal box to help.
Can you make different shaped ones?

Maths.
Plot a timeline for an Anglo Saxon
Knight.
What year were they born?
When did they start training?
When was their first battle?
How old were they during their first
invasion?

In response to recent parent surveys, homework at
Churchwood is changing!

Geography

These are enrichment activities that you may
choose to do with your child at home, to support
their learning. Please hand these in by 14th October.

Use the internet or the local library to find
out about the local 1066 area. Where was
the battle? Can you draw a bird’s eye view
of the battle ground? How far was it from
the sea?

Let’s get creative!

Speak to Mr. Gillham if you have any queries.

Battle of Hastings
Year 3 – Term 1

Science
Think about our Science unit of work –
SOUND. Can you come up with a Saxon
chant that the army would sing before
battle? Imagine the troops chanting this and
the sound carrying over the hills and
terrifying the enemy. Try to include topic
words. Say the chant into a bowl of water
and watch the vibrations on the surface.

Art

Edward the Confessor often told stories of
his dreams. He thought his dreams showed
the future of England.
Draw pictures of what you think the future
will be like. Write about what you have
drawn.
What will you be doing? Where will you live?

History

Write your own Doomsday Book.
The Normans used this to collect
information about the population. It
also showed what land and property
owned in England during 1086.
Survey your family in your Doomsday
Book.

What is your favourite colour?
What is your date of birth?
What is your favourite TV show?
Which country would you like to visit?

